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It is an extension of corporate governance standards in order to assure integrity of financial data, resulting in
more transparency, clearer responsibilities, and independent auditing. Preventing economic crisis: how can
corporate governance be helpful? On the other hand, implementing CRM, for example, heavily depends on IT
specialists and operating staff. According to Weill and Ross, organizations with superior IT governance have
at least 20 percent higher profits than others with poor governance [WRBC, 6]. Corporate governance is a
broad topic which covers all possible types of business relations and ways to run the company. In addition to
effectively aligning IT governance, leveraging financial and operating performance can be improved when
implementing IT governance efficiently. A comparative analysis of corporate governance policies and
practices in the developed and developing economies. Corporate strategies in public firms: do they help boost
profitability? The second group of risk contains external circumstances that include changing industry
regulations or laws, but also technological changes that impact either IT strategy or business strategy, or both.
Especially time-to-market and cost efficiency of business activities are levering factors for a value-adding IT
[JoGo, 10]. At the beginning of this century Nicholas G. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to effectively
fit the selection of frameworks with the need for improvements. An explorative analysis of the degree of
compatibility between corporate social responsibility and corporate governance within the context of financial
disclosures. When implementing such frameworks, processes that are not directly needed should be avoided in
order to improve their efficiency. This is why IT governance focuses on both effectiveness to meet the desired
objectives Chapter 2. This implicates that the roots of IT-related problems do not seem to lie in identifying
problems, but in solving them. However, building a framework for improving IT governance first requires
analyzing whether there exists one best global IT governance approach for all organizations. It requires
management commitment and assignment of security roles to strategic business process owners in the
organization. FRAP is not accepted by many organizations because the threat perceptions do not allow scaled
down list of assets, threats and vulnerabilities to be addressed. However, increasing the amount of processes
will most likely result in an increasing number of processes that are not directly needed. Based on the
identified problems, the second step is to select effective and appropriate frameworks that cover all problems
and that avoid redundant or unnecessary activities in order to increase efficiency. A different approach is to
focus on IT efficiency. But following the result of a European study, major problems are a lack of clear goals
and the existence of too many non-prioritized activities [Capg, 37]. This again is a qualitative approach and is
popularly known as "four hour risk assessment". Corporate and IT activities influence each other and are
derived from its respective strategy. Both provide a basis for further strategic direction. Completing this
thought, value-adding activities follow strategy. This ensures that the risk assessment is very close to the
people's perspective of threat exposures of the business and not based on some kind of threat database
purchased from external consultants. Heinrich and Lehner define IT governance as a model with the four
components: organizational structures, governance processes, controlling, and guidelines and standards [HeLe,
66]. What do you feel are the biggest negatives of the corporations related with oil?


